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Modeling Pinch-Outs and Steep Topography in RockWorks 
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Summary 
Areas with complex stratigraphy (i.e. pinch-outs, folding, faults, etc) are not easily modeled in the 
borehole manager.  One will often have to take the grids originally created with the borehole manager and 
manipulate them in the Utilities or in other programs.  There are several tools available is the Utilities for 
manipulating your grids.  Once you have edited your grids, you can manually rebuild your model through 
the Utilities. 

Introduction 
This dataset, located in an area with steep topographic relief in Guam, is a difficult area to model using 
the borehole manager.  The data is composed of a several shallower test pits, recording only lithology, 
and 7 deeper borings.  Geotechnical lab tests were performed on the borings and blow counts were also 
recorded.   

The bedrock in the area is a fine- to medium-grained volcanic tuff with a layer of weather, saprolitic tuff 
located above bedrock.  Above the weather bedrock is a layer of man-made fill, most likely dumped into 
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the area during construction on an adjacent site.  Because of the steep topography in the area and because 
the units are discontinuous, not all of the borings or test pits intersect each unit and not all of the borings 
reach bedrock. 

 
Figure 1:  Surface topography and boreholes in 3D 

Stratigraphy Model Generation – The Borehole Manager 

Step 1: Create Top & Base Units 

The top and base surfaces for each unit were initially generated using the Borehole Manager’s 
Stratigraphy / Model option.  Onlap was turned off, and a base plate was created at around 240 ft. 
Elevation.  Notice that the topographic surface (based on a USGS DEM) is much more detailed than that 
created using the borehole manager.  Most of the surfaces truncate the topographic surface and each other. 

 
Figure 2:  Stratigraphic model created in the Borehole Manager 
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Step 2: Save Grids 

These grids were automatically saved in your project folder as  

• Manmade fill_Top.grd 

• Manmade fill_Base.grd 

• Weathered Tuff_Top.grd 

• Weathered Tuff_Base.grd 

• Tuff_Top.grd and  

• Tuff_Base.grd 

 

Surface Manipulation - The RockWorks Utilities 

Step 3: Using Grid Limit Filter 

The Grid Limit filter was used to filter out the stratigraphic surface grids that truncated the topography 
grids.  You can access the Grid Limit Filter by selecting Grid / Filters / Limit.  The program asks for two 
input grids (Grid A and Grid B).  Where Grid B is greater than Grid A, the program replaces Grid B with 
Grid A.   In the following example, Grid A is the topographic surface and Grid B is the top of the Fill 
Unit.   

        
Figure 3:  Manmade fill surface filtered by topography grid 

This filter was used on the top and base surfaces for all of the units.  The GRD files created were: 

• Manmade fill_Base filtered.grd 

• Manmade fill_Top filtered.grd 

• Weathered tuff_Base filtered.grd 

• Weathered tuff_Top filtered.grd 

• Tuff_top filtered.grd. 

The same was done using the Manmade fill surfaces and the Weathered tuff_Top.grd surface so that the 
fill unit pinched out where the weathered tuff outcropped (Manmade fill_Base filtered 2.grd). 
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Step 4: Grid Math 

Grid math was used to create an isopach map of the Fill Unit.  This was done by subtracting the bottom 
surface from the top surface (Manmade fill_Top filtered.grd - Manmade fill_Base filtered.grd = Manmade 
fill isopach.grd). 

 
Figure 4:  2D color contour maps illustrating the Manmade Fill isopach 

Step 5: Using Boolean Grid Filter 

The isopach grid was run through a Boolean Grid Filter to determine where the unit exists and where it 
doesn’t.  The Boolean grid nodes are equal to 0 where the unit pinches out (isopach nodes = 0) and they 
are equal to 1 where the unit exists (isopach nodes > 0). 

 
Figure 5:  2D color contour map illustrating a Boolean version of the Manmade Fill unit 

Red = formation is present 

The top GRD file for the Manmade fill unit was replaced with the topography unit .grd file, and a new 
isopach grd was created using Grid Math (topography surface.grd - Manmade fill_Base filtered.grd = 
Manmade fill isopach 2.grd).  The new isopach .grd was multiplied by the Boolean filter get rid of 
material that should not be there (Manmade fill isopach 2.grd * Manmade fill isopach boolean.grd = 
Manmade fill isopach 3.grd) 
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Figure 6:  Modified Manmade Fill isopach times Boolean model equals final Manmade Fill isopach 

The final isopach grid was subtracted from the topography GRD file to create the base GRD file for the 
fill unit (topography surface.grd -Manmade fill_isopach 3.grd = Manmade fill_Base filtered 4.grd). 
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Step 6: Manually Building a Stratigraphic Model 

A stratigraphic model can be created manually using the RockWare Utilities datasheet and the Grid 
Menu.  The RockWorks .atd file should be a spreadsheet with the following columns:  Unit Name, 
Superface, Subface, Color, Cutoff value.  (Shortcut: In the Utilities window, choosing File / New, expand 
the Stratigraphy heading and choose Grid Lists. This will create a template for a grid list datasheet.) 

 
Figure 7:  RockWorks Utilities “grid list” for manually building a stratigraphic model 

To create the model, Select the Grid menu’s Grids -> Stratigraphic Model option.  Your image should like 
something like this: 

 
Figure 8:  Manually-built stratigraphic model comprised of filtered surfaces 

 

 


